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We compute a set of generators of the ring of invariants for a set of 4 subspaces
in a projective space. More precisely, let K[Gr4] be the ring of regular functions on
the product of four Grassmannians, we present a set of generators for K[Gr4]SL(V),
where V is the underlying vector space. We also study syzygies among the gener-
ators. In most cases generators are algebraically independent. Only in the case
where the affine dimensions of the four subspaces are given by the quadruple
(k, k, k$, k$) and k+k$=dim V, there is, one and only one syzygy, the precise form
of which is given.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
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1. Introduction
The geometry of the configuration of projective subspaces of a projective
space is one of the most basic topics in projective geometry. One is inter-
ested in describing such configurations modulo collineations, i.e., modulo
the action of the general linear group. For three or fewer subspaces, there
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are only finitely many possible configurations in a given dimension, which
can be easily described. But for four subspaces, there are continuous
families of configurations. Their classification is a so-called ``tame''
problem, in the sense of the theory of quivers [3] 6 [12], while the
classification of five or more subspaces is a ``wild'' problem and is extremely
difficult. The configurations of four subspaces, which are ``indecomposable''
in the sense of the theory of quivers, have been classified in [5] 6 [17].
In this paper, we study configurations of four subspaces from the view-
point of invariant theory. A (k&1)-dimensional projective subspace of a
projective (n&1)-space can be identified with a k-dimensional linear sub-
space of an n-dimensional vector space, and thus may be thought of as a
point in Gk, n , the Grassmann variety of k-planes in n-space. We can realize
Gk, n as the variety of non-zero decomposable vectors in the exterior power
k (V), where V is an n-dimensional vector space over a field K, modulo
scalar multiples. The variety of all decomposable tensors together with zero
is an affine variety, which we denote by CGk, n . We call the algebra
K[CGk, n] of restrictions to CGk, n of polynomial functions on k (V) the
coordinate ring of Gk, n . The natural action of GL(V) on k (V) preserves
CGk, n , and therefore K[CGk, n] carries the structure of GL(V)-module. The
invariant-theoretic approach to the study of configurations of four sub-
spaces asks for SL(V)-invariants in
K[Gr4]=def K[CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n_CGk3 , n_CGk4 , n]
&K[CGk1 , n]K[CGk2 , n]K[CGk3 , n]K[CGk4 , n].
We will give a complete answer to this question: for all choices of k1 , k2 ,
k3 and k4 , we describe generators and relations for SL(V)-invariants in
K[Gr4]. The case of four medials, when n is even and k1=k2=k3=k4=
n2, was first considered by Turnbull [21] and described completely in
[10]. Here we allow ki to be arbitrary. We find that when k1+k2+k3+
k4=2n, there is a relatively rich set of invariants, analogous to those of the
case of four medials. We call these invariants of type II. When k1+k2+
k3+k4{2n, there are few invariants. Some of these arise when some subset
of [k1 , k2 , k3 , k4] sum to n. We call these invariants of type I. However,
there are other cases when invariants exist; these other invariants are more
mysterious than those of type I or II, appearing only when $=2n&k1&
k2&k3&k4 is a factor of ki or n&ki for some i=1, 2, 3, 4, together with
other restrictive numerical constraints. Finally, we show that the set of all
SL(V)-invariants in K[Gr4] is always a polynomial algebra; even though
in the case k1=k2=k, k3=k4=k$ and k+k$=n, there is one and only
syzygy among the generators. We note that Ringel [18] has computed the
rational invariants of tame quiver.
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The backgrounds of the authors are rather different. One of us became
interested in invariant theory through a general interest in representation
theory. The other has been trained in the modern version of the symbolic
methods as exposed by G.-C. Rota et al. in [7] and [14]. For this reason,
we have given two arguments, reflecting our two perspectives, for some
parts of the development of our topic. We hope this duplication will be
perceived as an enrichment rather than redundancy. The representation-
theoretic approach sometimes reveals structures efficiently, while the sym-
bolic method produces explicit formulas.
We sincerely thank Professor Frank Grosshans for his valuable sugges-
tions on our first draft, as well for organizing a special session on Invariant
Theory at the 1992 AMS annual meeting (Baltimore), at which the authors
first met and started the present work.
2. Main Theorem on Invariants of Four Subspaces
In this section we describe generators of the ring of invariants of four
subspaces in their Plu cker coordinates so that all interested readers can
understand the statement of our main result, even though these generators
can be concisely expressed symbolically using the modern symbolic method
of invariant theory [7], which will be the language mostly used in later
sections.
Let K[Gr4]SL(V) be the ring of SL(V)-invariants of four subspaces of
dimensions k1k2k3k4 of a vector space V of dimension n. A
k-subspace of V can be realized as an n_k matrix, whose column vectors
span the k-subspace. Let A1, A2, A3, A4 be the n_k1 , n_k2 , n_k3 , n_k4
matrices associated with the four subspaces. For i=1, 2, 3, 4, denote by
Aipp p2 } } } pt the n_t matrix consisting of columns p1 , p2 , ..., pt of A
i, and by
S ij1 j2 } } } jki the maximal minors of A
i corresponding to rows j1, j2 , ..., jki of A
i.
The collection [S ij1 j2 } } } jki] are called the Plu cker coordinates of the
ki-dimensional subspace. Let A be an n_t matrix, B an n_t$ matrix,
denote by AB the juxtaposition of the two matrices, which has size
n_(t+t$). Define 3 types of homogeneous polynomial functions on the
four subspaces as follows:
Type I. If k1+k2=n, define
f12=det(A1A2)=:
_
(&1)_ S 1_(1) _(2) } } } _(k1) S
2
_(k1+1) _(k1+2) } } } _(n)
where _ ranges over the permutations of the set [n]=[1, 2, ..., n] such
that _(1)<_(2)< } } } <_(k1), _(k1+1)<_(k1+2)< } } } <_(n). In cases
k1+k3=n, or k1+k4=n, or k2+k3=n, or k2+k4=n, or k3+k4=n, we
define functions f13 , f14 , f23 , f24 , f34 respectively in a similar manner.
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Next, if k1+k2+k3=n, define
f123=det(A1A2A3)
=:
_
(&1)_ S 1_(1) _(2) } } } _(k1) S
2
_(k1+1) _(k1+2) } } } _(k1+k2)
_S 3_(k1+k2+1) _(k1+k2+2) } } } _(n)
where _ ranges over the permutations of [n] such that _(1)< } } } <_(k1),
_(k1+1)< } } } <_(k1+k2) and _(k1+k2+1)< } } } <_(n). In the same
way, when k1+k2+k4=n, or k1+k3+k4=n, or k2+k3+k4=n, func-
tions f124 , f134 , f234 are defined.
Finally, if k1+k2+k3+k4=n, define the function
f1234=det(A1A2A3A4)
=:
_
(&1)_ S 1_(1) } } } _(k1) S
2
_(k1+1) } } } _(k1+1) } } } _(k1+k2)
_S 3_(k1+k2+1) } } } _(k1+k2+k3) S
4
_(k1+k2+k3+1) } } } _(n) .
Type II. When k1+k2+k3+k4=2n, define multilinear functions gs ,
where 0sn&k1 and 0n&k1&sk4 , as follows:
gs=: (&1)?+\ det(A1A2?(1) } } } ?(s) A
4
\(1) } } } \(n&k1&s)
_det(A2?(s+1) } } } ?(k2) A
4
\(n&k1&s+1) } } } \(k4) A
3)
=: (&1)_+{ S 1_(1) } } } _(k1) S
2
_(k1+1) } } } _(k1+s) {(1) } } } {(k2&s)
_S 3{(n&k3+1) } } } {(n) S
4
_(k1+s+1) } } } _(n) {(k2&s+1) } } } {(n&k3)
where in the first formula, ? and \ range over permutations of [k1] and
[k2] respectively such that ?(1)< } } } <?(s), ?(s+1)< } } } <?(k2),
\(1)< } } } <\(n&k1&s), \(n&k1&s+1)< } } } <\(k4); and where in the
second formula _ and { range over the permutations of [n] such that
_(1)< } } } <_(k1), _(k1+1)< } } } <_(k1+s), _(k1+s+1)< } } } <_(n),
{(1)< } } } <{(k2&s), {(k2&s+1)< } } } <{(n&k3), {(n&k3+1)< } } } <
{(n).
If furthermore k1+k4=k2+k3=n, we have g0= f14 f23 . In this case, we
exclude the function g0 as type II; similarly, when k1+k2=k3+k4=n, i.e.,
k1=k2=k3=k4=n2, the function gk2 becomes f12 f34 , which is also
excluded as type II.
Type III. Suppose k1+k2+k3+k4<2n. Set
$=2n&(k1+k2+k3+k4).
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Let p be the largest nonnegative integer such that p$<k4 and q be the
largest nonnegative integer such that q$<n&k1 . Consider the following
possibilities:
(1) 1qp and (q+1)$=n&k1 ;
(2) 1qp and (q+1)$=n&k2 ;
(3) 0p<q and (p+1)$=k4 ;
(4) 0p<q and (p+1)$=k3 .
Coresponding to these four conditions, define respectively 4 homogeneous
functions of multidegrees (q, q+1, q+1, q+1), (q+1, q, q+1, q+1),
(p+1, p+1, p+1, p+2), (p+1, p+1, p+2, p+1) as follows:
h1=: (&1)_1+ } } } +_q+{1+ } } } +{q+1 S 1_1(1) } } } _1(k1) } } } S
1
_q(1) } } } _q(k1)
_S 2_1(k1+1) } } } _1(n&$) {1(1) } } } {1(k2&q$)
_S 2_2(k1+1) } } } _2(n&2$) {2(1) } } } {2(k2&(q&1)$) } } }
_S 2_q(k1+1) } } } _q(n&q$) {q(1) } } } {q(k2&$) S
2
{q+1(1) } } } {q+1(k2)
_S 3{1(n&k3+1) } } } {1(n) } } } S
3
{q+1(n&k3+1) } } } {q+1(n)
_S 4_1(n&$+1) } } } _1(n) {2(k2&(q&1)$+1) } } } {2(n&k3) } } }
_S 4_q(n&q$+1) } } } _q(n) {q+1(k2+1) } } } {q+1(n&k3)
_S 4{1(k2&q$+1) } } } {1(k2&q$+k4)
where _i , {i range over permutations of [n] such that _i (1)< } } } <_i (k1),
_i (k1+1)< } } } <_i (n&k1&i$), _i (n&k1&i$+1)< } } } <_i (n), for
i=1, 2, ..., q; {j (1)< } } } <{j (k2&(q+1& j)$), {j (k2&(q+1& j)$+1)<
} } } <{j (n&k3), {j (n&k3+1)< } } } <{j (n), for j=1, 2, ..., q+1. Similar
conditions for permutations involved in other type III invariants will not
be repeated later on. In terms of determinants, this invariant can be
expressed as follows:
h1=: (&1)?1+ } } } ?q+\1+ } } } +\q det(A1A2?1(1) } } } ?1(n&k1&$) A
4
\1(1) } } } \1($)
) } } }
_det(A1A2?q(1) } } } ?q(n&k1&q$) A
4
\q(1) } } } \q(q$)
) det(A2A4\q(q$+1) } } } \q(k4) A
3)
_det(A2?q(n&k1&q$+1) } } } ?q(k2) A
4
\q&1((q&1)$+1) } } } \q&1(k4)
A3) } } }
_det(A2?2(n&k1&2$+1) } } } ?2(k2) A
4
\1($+1) } } } \1(k4)
A3)
_det(A2?1(n&k1&$+1) } } } ?1(k2) A
4A3),
where each ?i ranges over all permutations of [k2] such that ?i (1)< } } } <
?i (n&k1&i$), ?i (n&k1&i$+1)< } } } <?i (k2), and each \i ranges over
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all permutations of [k4] such that \i (1)< } } } <\i (iq), \i (iq+1)< } } } <
\i (k4). The three other functions corresponding to conditions (2), (3), and
(4) are
h2=: (&1)_1+ } } } +_q+1+{1+ } } } +{qS 1_1(1) } } } _1(k1) } } } S
1
_q+1(1) } } } _q+1(k1)
_S 2_1(k1+1) } } } _1(n&$) {1(1) } } } {1(k2&q$)
_S 2_2(k1+1) } } } _2(n&2$) {2(1) } } } {2(k2&(q&1)$) } } }
_S 2_q(k1+1) } } } _q(n&q$) {q(k2&$) S
3
{1(n&k3+1) } } } {1(n) } } }
_S 3{q+1(n&k3+1) } } } {q+1(n)
_S 4{1(k2&q$+1) } } } {1(n&k3) S
4
_1(n&$+1) } } } _1(n) {2(k2&(q&1)$+1) } } } {2(n&k3) } } }
_S 4_q&1(n&(q&1)$+1) } } } _q&1(n) {q(k2&$+1) } } } {q(n&k3)
_S 4_q(n&q$+1) } } } _q(n) _q+1(k1+1) } } } _q+1(k1+k4&q$) ,
h3=: (&1)_1+ } } } +_p+1+{1+ } } } +{p+1S 1_1(1) } } } _1(k1) } } } S
1
_p+1(1) } } } _p+1(k1)
_S 2_1(k1+1) } } } _1(n&$) {1(1) } } } {1(n&k3&k4)
_S 2_2(k1+1) } } } _2(n&2$) {2(1) } } } {2(n&k3&p$) } } }
_S 2_p+1(k1+1) } } } _p+1(n&k4) {p+1(1) } } } {p+1(n&k3&$)
_S 3{1(n&k3+1) } } } {1(n) } } } S
3
{p+1(n&k3+1) } } } {p+1(n)
_S 4{1(n&k3&k4+1) } } } {1(n&k3) S
4
_1(n&$+1) } } } _1(n) {2(n&k3&p$+1) } } } {2(n&k3) } } }
_S 4_p(n&p$+1) } } } _p(n) {p+1(n&k3&$+1) } } } {p+1(n&k3) S
4
_p+1(n&k4+1) } } } _p+1(n) ,
h4=: (&1)_1+ } } } +_p+1+{1+ } } } +{p+1S 1_1(1) } } } _1(k1) } } } S
1
_p+1(1) } } } _p+1(k1)
_S 2_1(k1+1) } } } _1(n&$) {1(1) } } } {1(n&k3&k4)
_S 2_2(k1+1) } } } _2(n&2$) {2(1) } } } {2(n&k4&p$) } } }
_S 2_p+1(k1+1) } } } _p+1(n&k3) {p+1(1) } } } {p+1(n&k4&$)
_S 3{1(n&k3+1) } } } {1(n) } } } S
3
{p+1(n&k3+1) } } } {p+1(n)
_S 3_p+1(n&k3+1) } } } _p+1(n) S
4
_1(n&$+1) } } } _1(n) {2(n&k4&p$+1) } } } {2(n&k3) } } }
_S 4_p(n&p$+1) } } } _p(n) {p+1(n&k4&$+1) } } } {p+1(n&k3) S
4
{1(n&k3&k4+1) } } } {1(n&k3) .
If k1+k2<n, then in addition to the above four functions is a collection
of 4 similar alternatives. Let p$ be the largest integer such that p$$<k2 ,
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q$ be the largest integer such that q$$<n&k3 ; the corresponding numerical
conditions for these 4 alternatives are
(1$) 1q$p$ and (q$+1)$=n&k3 ;
(2$) 1q$p$ and (q$+1)$=n&k4 ;
(3$) 0p$<qi and ( p$+1)$=k2 ;
(4$) 0p$<q$ and ( p$+1)$=k1 .
They are functions of multidegrees (q$+1, q$+1, q$, q$+1), (q$+1, q$+1,
q$+1, q$), ( p$+1, p$+2, p$+1, p$+1), ( p$+2, p$+1, p$+1, p$+1) and
are respectively defined as follows:
h$1=: (&1)_1+ } } } _q$+1+{1+ } } } +{q$S 1_1(1) } } } _1(k1) } } } S
1
_q$+1(1) } } } _q$+1(k1)
_S 2_1(k1+1) } } } _1(k1+k2) S
2
_2(k1+1) } } } _2(k1+k2&$) {1(1) } } } {1($) } } }
_S 2_q$+1(k1+1) } } } _q$+1(k1+k2&q$$) {q$(1) } } } {q$(q$$)
_S 3{1(n&k3+1) } } } {1(n) } } } S
3
{q$(n&k3+1) } } } {q$(n)
_S 4_1(k1+k2+1) } } } _1(n) {1($+1) } } } {1(n&k3) } } }
_S 4_q$(k1+k2&(q$&1)$+1) } } } _q$(n) {q$(q$$+1) } } } {q$(n&k3)
_S 4_q$+1(k1+k2&q$$+1) } } } _q$+1(n) ,
h$2=: (&1)_1+ } } } +_q$+1+{1+ } } } +{q$S 1_1(1) } } } _1(k1) } } } S
1
_q$+1(1) } } } _q$+1(k1)
_S 3_1(k1+1) } } } _1(k1+k2) S
2
_2(k1+1) } } } _2(k1+k2&$) {1(1) } } } {1($) } } }
_S 2_q$+1(k1+1) } } } _q$+1(k1+k2&q$$) {q$(1) } } } {q$(q$$)
_S 3{1(n&k3+1) } } } {1(n) } } } S
3
{q$(n&k3+1) } } } {q$(n) S
3
_q$+1(n&k3+1) } } } _q$+1(n)
_S 4_1(k1+k2+1) } } } _1(n) {1($+1) } } } {1(n&k3) } } }
_S 4_q$(k1+k2&(q$&1)$+1) } } } _q$(n) {q$(q$$+1) } } } {q$(n&k3) ,
h$3=: (&1)_1+ } } } +_p$+1+{1+ } } } {p$+1S 1_1(1) } } } _1(k1) } } } S
1
_p$+1(1) } } } _p$+1(k1)
_S 2_1(k1+1) } } } _1(k1+k2) S
2
_2(k1+1) } } } _2(k1+k2&$) {1(1) } } } {1($) } } }
_S 2_p$+1(k1+1) } } } _p$+1(k1+k2&p$) {p$(1) } } } {p$(p$$) S
2
{p$+1({) } } } {p$+1(k2)
_S 3{1(n&k3+1) } } } {1(n) } } }
_S 3{p$+1(n&k3+1) } } } {p$+1(n) S
4
_1(k1+k2+1) } } } _1(n) {1($+1) } } } {1(n&k3)
_S 4_2(k1+k2&$+1) } } } _2(n) {2(2$+1) } } } {2(n&k3) } } }
_S 4_p$+1(k1+k2&p$$+1) } } } _p$+1(n) {p$+1(k2+1) } } } {p$+1(n&k3) ,
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h$4=: (&1)_1+ } } } +_p$+1+{1+ } } } {p$+1 S 1_1(1) } } } _1(k1) } } }
_S 1_p$+1(1) } } } _p$+1(k1) S
1
{p$+1(1) } } } {p$+1(k1)
_S 2_1(k1+1) } } } _1(k1+k2) S
2
_2(k1+1) } } } _2(k1+k2&$) {1(1) } } } {1($) } } }
_S 2_p$+1(k1+1) } } } _p$+1(k1+k2&p$) {p$(1) } } } {p$( p$$) S
3
{1(n&k3+1) } } } {1(n) } } }
_S 3{p$+1(n&k3+1) } } } {p$+1(n)
_S 4_1(k1+k2+1) } } } _1(n) {1($+1) } } } {1(n&k3) } } }
_S 4_p$(k1+k2&( p$&1)$+1) } } } _p$(n) {p$( p$$+1) } } } {p$(n&k3)
_S 4_p$+1(k1+k2&p$$+1) } } } _p$+1(n) {p$+1(k1+1) } } } {p$+1(n&k3) .
The determinantal expressions for type III invariants h2 , h3 , h4 and h$1 , h$2 ,
h$3 , h$4 can be similarly constructed as the one for h1 . We state our main
result next.
Theorem 1. (i) When k1+k2+k3+k4=2n and k1+k3>k2+k4 , i.e.,
the quadruple (k1 , k2 , k3 , k4) is not of the form (k, k, k$, k$) where
k+k$=n, type I and type II invariants are algebraically independent and
they generate the ring of invariants of four subspaces.
(ii) When k1+k2+k3+k4=2n and k1+k3=k2+k4 , i.e. (k1 , k2 ,
k3 , k4)=(k, k, k$, k$) and k+k$=n, type I and type II invariants generate
the ring of invariants of four subspaces. Furthermore the relation
f13 f24& f14 f23= :
k$
i=1
(&1)ki+k$i+i gi if k$ (1)
or
f13 f24& f14 f23&(&1)k f12 f34= :
k$&1
i=1
(&1) i gi if k=k$ (2)
is the only one among type I and type II invariants; therefore in this case,
taking out any one type II invariant, the rest of type II invariants together
with type I invariants are algebraically independent and they still generate the
ring of invariants of four subspaces.
(iii) When k1+k2+k3+k4<2n, type I and type III invariants are
algebraically independent and they generate the ring of invariants of four sub-
spaces.
Remarks. (a) By taking duals, we can replace [kj : j=1, 2, 3, 4] with
[n&kj : j=1, 2, 3, 4]. Hence we can always assume that k1+k2+k3+
k42n.
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(b) We can describe the rational invariants (of type D4-quivers)
constructed by Ringel [18] in terms of our invariants. Essentially, they are
quotients ab, where a and b are generalized type II invariants, by which we
mean the invariants g0 and gk2 are always included even when they become
products of two type I invariants, which happens when k1+k4=
k2+k3=n or k1+k2=k3+k4=n. Ringel's rational invariants factor to
product of the four Grassmannians, i.e. they are homogeneous of degree
zero in each set of Plu cker coordinates. Thus they must be quotients rs
where r and s are in K[Gr4]SL(V) and r, s both have the same multidegree
m=(m1 , m2 , m3 , m4). Since generalized type II invariants are all of multi-
degree (1, ,1, 1, 1), quotients of them will product functions of Ringel's
type. On the other hand, it can be seen from our analysis of syzygies in
Section 6 that all rational invariants can be expressed in terms of quotients
of generalized type II generators.
(c) We remark that the quantity $=2n&(k1+k2+k3+k4) which
come up in our construction of type III invariants also figures in the theory
of quivers, where it is known as the defect for the quiver of type D4.
We demonstrate the above theorem by explicit examples.
Example 1. Let n=4, suppose the affine dimensions of four subspaces
are given by (2, 1, 1, 1). Three type I invariants exist: f123 , f124 , f134 . Since
$=2n&(k1+k2+k3+k4)=3>0, there is no type II invariant. Compute
further that p=0, q=0, one finds that none of the four conditions (1)(4)
concerning p and q is satisfied. So no type III invariant among h1 , h2 , h3 ,
h4 exists. Since k1+k2<n, we have to check further on the existence of
invariants h$1 , h$2 , h$3 , h$4 . We compute that p$=0 and q$=0. Again none
of the conditions (1$)(4$) concerning p$ and q$ is satisfied, there are no
type III invariants among h$1 , h$2 , h$3 , h$4 either. Hence in this case only
type I invariants exist and the three type I invariants are algebraically
independent and they generate the ring of invariants of three points and
one line in projective 3-space. Their explicit formulas can be given by, for
example,
f123=:
_
(&1)_ S 1_(1) _(2) S
2
_(3) S
3
_(4)=det(A
1A2A3).
Example 2. Let n=4 and consider the quadruple (2, 2, 2, 1). First of
all there are three type I invariants f12 , f13 , f23 . Since $=1>0, no type II
invariants exist. We compute p=0, q=1 and find out that condition (3)
0p<q and (p+1)$=k4 of type III is satisfied. So we have a type III
invariant h3 . We check further that condition k1+k2<n is not satisfied,
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no invariant exists among the second group h$1 , h$2 , h$3 , h$4 of four type III
invariants. In conclusion, the ring of invariants of three lines and one point
in projective 3-space is generated by algebraically independent generators
f12 , f13 , f23 and h3 . Their explicit forms are given by, for example
f12=:
_
(&1)_ S 1_(1) _(2) S
2
_(3) _(4)=det(A
1A2),
h3=:
?
(&1)? det(A1A2?(1) A
4) det(A2?(2) A
4A3)
= :
_, {
(&1)_+{ S 1_(1) _(2) S
2
_(3) {(1) S
3
{(3) {(4) S
4
_(4) S
4
{(2) .
Example 3. Let n=5 and consider the quadruple (3, 3, 2, 2). Since
k1+k2+k3+k4=2n, invariants are type I and type II. Type I invariants
are f13 , f14 , f23 , f24 . Type II invariants are g1 and g2 , which are explicitly
given by
g1= :
?, \
(&1)?+\ det(A1A2?(1) A
4
\(1)) det(A
2
?(2) ?(3) A
4
\(2) A
3)
= :
_, {
(&1)_+{ S 1_(1) _(2) _(3) S
2
_(4) {(1) {(2) S
3
{(4) {(5) S
4
_(5) {(3) ,
g2=:
?
(&1)? det(A1A2?(1) ?(2)) det(A
2
?(3) A
4A3)
= :
_, {
(&1)_+{ S 11_(1) _(2) _(3) S
2
_(4) _(5) {(1) S
3
{(4) {(5) S
4
{(2) {(3) .
Since k1=k2 and k3=k4 , there is one syzygy among the invariants:
f13 f24& f14 f23=g1+g2 .
The four type I invariants together with any type II invariant g1 or g2
generate the ring of invariants.
Example 4. Let n=5 and consider the quadruple (2, 2, 2, 2). Then
$=2, p=0, q=1, p$=0, q$=1. No type I invariant exists and there are
four type III invariants h3 , h4 , h$3 , h$4 , which are explicitly given by
h3=:
?
(&1)? det(A1A2?(1) A
4) det(A2?(2) A
4A3),
h4=:
?
(&1)? det(A1A2?(1) A
3) det(A2?(2) A
4A3),
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h$3=:
?
(&1)? det(A1A2A4?(1)) det(A
2A4?(2) A
3),
h$4=:
?
(&1)? det(A1A2A4?(1)) det(A
1A4?(2) A
3).
These four type III invariants are algebraically independent generators of
the ring of invariants.
Remark. Examples 3 and 4 are an interesting pair. They both have
dimension 24, but their behavior is so different. Example 3 has moduli, i.e.,
rational invariants and non-dense orbits; while Example 4 has only one
generic orbit and no rational invariants.
3. The Umbral Symbolic Method for Grassmannians
We follow the notations in [7]. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space
over a field K of characteristic 0. Identify GL(V) with GLn (K) via a given
basis e1 , e2 , ..., en of V. The standard action of GLn (K) on V is denoted as
g } v for g # GLn (K), v # V. Let k (V) be the vector space consisting of all
skew-symmetric tensors of step k. The group action of GLn (K) on k (V)
is defined by linear extension of the formula g } (v1 7 v2 } } } 7 vk)=g } v1 7
g } v2 7 } } } 7 g } vk . It acts on K[k (V)], the algebra of polynomial func-
tions on k (V), by g } f (s)= f (g&1 } s) for f # K[k (V)] and s # k (V).
Denote by Si1 i2 } } } ik the coordinate function on 
k (V) with respect to the
basis ei1 7 ei2 7 } } } 7 eik , 1i1<i2< } } } <ikn. We also set Si_1 i_2 } } } i_k=
(&1)_ Si1 i2 } } } ik and Si1 i2 } } } ik=0 if i1 , i2 , ..., ik are not all distinct. Then
K[k (V)] is the ring of polynomials on Si1 i2 } } } ik . For the purpose of the
present paper, consider the algebra of polynomial functions K[W] on
W=k1 (V)_k2 (V)_k3 (V)_k4 (V). The action of GLn (K) on
K[W] is given by g } f (s1 , s2 , s3 , s4)= f (g&1 } s1 , g&1 } s2 , g&1 } s3 , g&1 } s4),
si # ki (V). Applying the symbolic method [7] to K[W] (for readers who
are not familiar with the symbolic method, the following discussion is still
self-contained), let L=L+=L1 _ L2 _ L3 _ L4 be a set of linearly ordered
positive letters, where each Li is an infinite set consisting of positive letters,
i.e. letters of Z2-degree 0. We assume that the linear order on L satisfies the
condition: a<b<d<c for all a # L1 , b # L2 , c # L3 , d # L4 . (For a techni-
cal reason, we do not prefer the order a<b<c<d here.) We say a letter
in Li is a symbol belonging to ki (V) (However, this letter is NOT a skew
symmetric tensor in ki (V)). Let P =P&=[1, 2, ..., n] be a set of n
negative ordered places, i.e. each i is of Z2-degree 1. We shall simply write
the letterplace algebra Super[L | P]K as Super[L | P]. In the present
set-up, each letterplace pair (a | i), a # L and i # P, is of Z2-degree 1 and
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hence Super[L | P] becomes the exterior algebra generated by letterplace
pairs (a | i). Furthermore, let u=a1 a2 } } } ak be a word on L and
v=i1 i2 } } } ik a word on P. The supersymmetric biproduct (u | v) in this case
becomes
(u | v)=(a1 a2 } } } ak | i1 i2 } } } ik)
= :
_ # Sn
(&1)_ (a1 | i_1)(a2 | i_2) } } } (ak | i_k)
= :
_ # Sn
(a_1 | i1)(a_2 | i2) } } } (a_k | ik).
For convenience, set (u | v)=0 if u, v have different lengths. Let
D=(u1 , u2 , ..., up) be a Young diagram on L and E=(v1 , v2 , ..., vp) be
a Young diagram on P, where u1 , ..., up are words on L and v1 , ..., vp
are words on P such that the lengths of u1 , ..., up are weakly decreasing
and so are the lengths of v1 , ..., vp . Define the bitableau (D | E)=
(u1 | v1)(u1 | v2) } } } (up | vp). The (right) symmetrized bitableau (D | gE ) is
defined by
(D | gE )=:
_
(D | _E),
where _ ranges over all column stabilizers of the tableau E with multiplicity
counted. For example,
\abcd }
1 2
1 3 +=2 \
ab
cd }
1 2
1 3++2 \
ab
cd }
1 3
1 2+
=2(ab | 12)(cd | 13)+2(ab | 13)(cd | 12).
Call D standard on L if it has weakly increasing rows and strictly increasing
columns; whereas E is called standard on P if it has strictly increasing rows
and weakly increasing columns. The difference between the two notions of
standardness for D and for E comes from the fact that L consists of
positive letters only and P of negative letters only. A bitableau (D | E) or
a symmetrized one (D | gE ) is called standard if both D and E are standard.
The group GLn (K) acts on Super[L | P] contragradiently by g } (a | i)=
 j xij (a | j) for each a # L, where g&1 } ej=i xij ei .
Let M1 and M2 be two multisets of the same size on L and P respectively.
Let Super(M1 , M2)[L | P] be the linear subspace of Super[L | P] spanned by
monomials of letterplace pairs (a | i), a # L and i # P, having the letter
content M1 , i.e., the multidegree on letters is M1 , and the place content M2 .
We now quote two fundamental results regarding the letterplace algebra
Super[L | P]. One is from [7, Thm. 8], the other from [2, Thm. 3].
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Theorem 2. Standard bitableaux (D | E) of letter content M1 and place
content M2 form a linear basis of Super(M1 , M2)[L | P].
Theorem 3. Standard symmetrized bitableaux (D | gE ) of letter content
M1 and place content M2 form a linear basis of Super(M1 , M2)[L | P].
Furthermore, if D is a diagram of shape *, then the linear subspace
S*, D=( (D | gE ) : E is standard on P) K ,
is a GLn (K)-irreducible module (called Schur module), as long as it is not a
zero subspace.
Remark. The coefficients in expressing a symmetrized bitableau (D | gE )
of shape *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *p), where E is standard, in terms of all standard
bitableaux of the form (D$ | gE ), where D$ is standard, are the same as the
coefficients in expressing the bitableau (D | Der *) in terms of all standard
bitableaux of the form (D$ | Der *), where
Der *=(12 } } } *1 , 12 } } } *2 , ..., 12 } } } *p),
called Deruyt's tableau, see [2].
The umbral linear operator U from Super[L | P] to K[W] is defined by
(i) If a symbol a # Li belongs to ki (V), set
U((a(ki) | j1 j2 } } } jki))=Sj1 j2 } } } jki , (3)
which is the corresponding coordinate function on ki (V); set
U((a(p) | u))=0 if p{ki , (4)
where u is any word of length p on P. Here a(k) indicates the divided power
akk!.
(ii) For distinct letters a<b< } } } <c in L, set
U((a(p) | u)(b (p$) | u$) } } } (c (p") | u"))
=U((a(p) | u)) U((b(p$) | u$)) } } } U((c(p") | u")), (5)
where u, u$, ..., u" are words of lengths p, p$, ..., p" on P.
Here we would like to point out that the condition a<b< } } } <c
is needed in (ii) to make U well-defined, since (a(p) | u) and (b(p$) | u$)
are anticommutative if both p and p$ are odd, whereas U((a(p) | u))
and U((b(p$) | u$) are always commutative in the ring of coordinate func-
tions K[W]. We note in passing that U(_ } m)= \U(m), if m=
(a(p) | u)(b (p$) | u$) } } } (c (p") | u") and if _ is a permutation of L stabilizing Li
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for each i=1, 2, 3, 4; that is, a # Li if and only if _(a) # Li . Another way to
describe the umbral linear operator can go as follows: we say a monomial
(a (p1)1 | u)(a
(p2)
2 | v) } } } (a
(ps)
s | w) in Super[L | P], where a1 , a2 , ..., as are dis-
tinct letters and p1 , p2 , ..., ps are positive integers, has proper letter content
if for each j=1, 2, ..., s, we have pj=ki where ki is the positive integer such
that the letter aj belongs to ki (V). Clearly, we have Super[L | P]=
AA$, where A (resp. A$) is the subspace spanned by all monomials hav-
ing (resp. not having) proper letter contents. Then the umbral operator is
defined such that U(A$)=0 and the restriction of U on A is given as in (i)
and (ii). One can prove the following proposition directly.
Proposition 4. The umbral symbolic operator U is a well-defined
GLn (K)-equivariant surjective map.
In some sense, the symbolic method is built upon this proposition. The
structure of the letterplace algebra Super[L | P] as a GLn (K)-module is
clearly described in Theorem 3. One can transfer this information to K[W]
by U, even though the kernel of U is usually hard to describe and causes
some difficulty in the transition. Furthermore, the exchange identity [7,
Prop. 10] and the straightening formula stated in Theorem 2 for
Super[L | P] make it possible to perform computations which may look
extremely complicated when passed to K[W] by U.
A k-dimensional subspace V$ of V can be identified with (the line
through) a decomposable skew-symmetric tensor s=v1 7 v2 7 } } } 7
vk # k (V), where v1 , ..., vk is a basis of V$. The set of all decomposable
tensors in k (V) together with [0] is called the cone of the Grassmannian
Gk, n and denoted as CGk, n . The Grassmannian (necessary and sufficient)
condition for a skew symmetric tensors s # k (V) to be an element in
CGk, n , when translated in terms of the symbolic method, is given by: for
two distinct letters a, b belonging to k (V), the evaluating of the function
U((a(k)b | i1 } } } ik+1)(b(k&1) | j1 } } } jk&1)) (6)
vanishes at s, for all places i1 , ..., ik+1 , j1 , ..., jk&1 in P.
Remark. One can get from (6) the classical expression of Grassmannian
condition for decomposable skewsymmetric tensors as follows:
(a(k)b | i1 } } } ik+1)(b(k&1) | j1 } } } jk&1)
= :
k+1
p=1
(&1)k+1&p (a(k) | i1 } } } @^p } } } ik+1)(b | ip)(b(k&1) | j1 } } } jk&1)
=k :
k+1
p=1
(&1)k+1&p (a(k) | i1 } } } @^p } } } ik+1)(b(k) | ip j1 } } } jk&1) (7)
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The image of the above expression under U is
k :
k+1
p=1
(&1)k+1&p U((a(k) | i1 } } } @^p } } } ik+1)) U((b(k) | ip j1 } } } jk&1))
=k :
k+1
p=1
(&1)k+1&p Si1 } } } @^p } } } ik+1 Sip j1 } } } jk&1 ,
where the first step follows from (5) and the second step follows from (3).
The vanishing of the above function is the classical Grassmannian condition.
Let I be the ideal of Super[L | P] generated by all elements
(a(ki)b | i1 } } } iki+1)(b
(ki&1) | j1 } } } jki&1),
as (a, b) ranges over all pairs of distinct letters belonging to Li ,
i=1, 2, 3, 4. Then U induces a GLn (K)-equivariant surjective map
U : Super[L | P] I  K[Gr4], (8)
where K[Gr4] is the coordinate ring on four Grassmannians
Gr4 =def CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n_CGk3 , n_CGk4 , n .
Remark. Although U is not an algebraic map, the induced map U is
well-defined even though I is an ideal. To see this, let a, b # L be two
symbols belonging to k (V) and let m be a monomial in Super[L | P], we
want to verify that the evaluation of the function
U(m } (a(k)b | i1 } } } ik+1)(b(k&1) | j1 } } } jk&1))
always vanishes at s if s # CGk, n . If m contains a or b, then the above function
is zero according to (4) and (5). If m contains neither a nor b, then the
above function is the product
\U(m) } U((a(k)b | i1 } } } ik+1)(b(k&1) | j1 } } } jk&1))
according to (5), which vanishes for s # CGk, n since the second factor
vanishes by (6).
The main combinatorial feature of the algebra Super[L | P] I is that the
shuffle of any ki+1 letters belonging to ki (V) is zero. To make it precise,
assign to a shape *=(*1 , *2 , *3 , ..., ) a Young diagram Y*=(12 } } } *1 ,
(*1 + 1) } } } (*1 + *2), (*1 + *2 + 1) } } } (*1 + *2 + *3), ...) on the set
[1, 2, ...., n], where *1+*2+*3+ } } } =n. For each permutation _ # Sn and
a Young diagram D=(x1 } } } x*1 , x*1+1 } } } x*1+*2 , ...) on L of shape *, we
define _D by permuting the corresponding entries of D:
_D=(x_(1) } } } x_(*1) , x_(*1+1) } } } x_(*1+*2) , ...).
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Let E=(y1 } } } y*1 , y*1+1 } } } y*1+*2 , ...) be a Young diagram of shape * on
P. By definition, the bitableau
(D | E)=(x1 } } } x*1 | y1 } } } y*1)(x*1+1 } } } x*1+*2 | y*1+1 } } } y*1+*2) } } } .
Lemma 5. Let D be a Young diagram on L having proper letter content.
If for some i # [1, 2, 3, 4], there are at least 2 different symbols appearing in
D belonging to ki (V), choose ki+1 entries of D belonging to ki (V), say
xj1 , xj2 , ..., xjki+1 . Then
:
_ # SJ
(_D | E) # I,
where SJ is the permutation group permuting the set J=[ j1 , j2 , ..., jki+1].
Following is an illustration of the notations involved in this lemma: let
ki=3 and the letters a, b, c belong to 3 (V). Consider a Young diagram
D=(aabc, abb, cc). (In general, it is not required that every letter appearing
in D belongs to ki (V).) Let the index set J=[1, 2, 3, 5], then x1=a,
x2=a, x3=b, x5=a. We have
aabc abac
:
_ # SJ
(_D | E)=6 \ abb } E++6 \ abb } E+cc cc
baac aaac
+6 \ abb } E++6 \ bbb } E+cc cc
aabc aaac
=18 \ abb } E++6 \ bbb } E+cc cc
Proof of Lemma 5. Write k=ki . Call the expression _ # SJ (_D | E)
the shuffle of the multiset [xj1 , xj2 , ..., xjk+1]. By the exchange identity
[7, Prop. 10], this suffle equals a linear combination of bitableaux (D$ | E$),
where xj1 , xj2 , ..., xjk+1 all appear in the same row of D$. Hence the shuffle
of a multiset [a, a, ..., a, x] (a appears k times, x is any other entry in D
belonging to k (V)) is in I. It suffices to show that such a bitableau
(D$ | E$) is in I.
To proceed the proof, we take induction on the number of occurrences
of a in [xj1 , xj2 , ..., xjk+1]. Suppose it is an integer p such that 0pk.
Keep in mind that all the letters xj1 , xj2 , ..., xjk+1 appear in the same row of
D$, say the first row of D$. If p=k then (D$ | E$) # I by definition. If
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0p<k, write the multiset as [a, ..., a, xjp+1 , ..., xjk+1] (a appears p times).
Since a appears k times in D$, one can choose a set of indices
J$=[ j$1 , j$2 , ..., j$k+1]/[1, 2, ..., n] such that the corresponding multiset
[xj$1 , xj$2 , ..., xj$k+1] is [a, a, ..., a, xjp+1] (a appears k times). Take the shuffle
of this multiset. This shuffle is in I according to the previous argument. On
the other hand, any term in this shuffle either is (D$ | E$) itself or has the
multiset [a, ..., a, xjp+2 , ..., xjk+1] (a appears p+1 times) appearing in the
first row of the diagram, which finishes the desired induction. K
As a corollary, we have
Corollary 6. Let D be a Young diagram on L such that there is a let-
ter belonging to k (V) appearing k times. If D has a row containing at least
k+1 letters (repetitions are allowed) belonging to k (V), then (D | E) # I.
Given a quadruple m=(m1 , m2 , m3 , m4) of nonnegative integers, denote
by Km[Gr4] the corresponding homogeneous component of K[Gr4].
To focus on Km[Gr4] symbolically, choose letters a1 , ..., am1 # L1 ,
b1 , ..., bm2 # L2 , c1 , ..., cm2 # L3 , d1 , ..., dm4 # L4 . Let M
m be the GLn (K)-sub-
module of Super[L | P] I spanned by bitableaux (D | E)+I, where the
content of D is
(a1 } } } am1)
k1 (b1 } } } bm2)
k2 (c1 } } } cm3)
k3 (d1 } } } dm4)
k4.
One easily checks that
Proposition 7. The restriction of U on M m is a surjective
GLn (K)-equivariant linear map from M m to K m[Gr4].
This restriction will still be written as U .
4. The Coordinate Ring of Two Grassmannians
In this section, we construct an explicit decomposition of the coordinate
ring of two Grassmannians K[CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n] into irreducible GLn (K)-
modules.
First, let m=(m, 0, 0, 0). Accordingly, write k1 , K m[Gr4] and M m as k,
Km[CGk, n] and Mm. We have Mm=( (D | E) : cont(D)=ak1 a
k
2 } } } a
k
m) K .
(Here the notation ( ) K means taking the linear span over K.) By
Theorem 3, Mm is spanned by standard symmetrized bitableaux
(D | gE )+I. So assume D is standard. Suppose a1>a2> } } } >am is the
linear order among these letters. Since D has content ak1 a
k
2 } } } a
k
m and is
(column strict) standard, it shape must be (k, k, ..., k) in lexicographic
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order. However, (D | gE ) is in I if the shape of D is bigger than (k, k, ..., k),
according to Corollary 6. Therefore, the shape of D can be assumed to be
(k, k, ..., k) only, and hence D=(ak1 , a
k
2 , ..., a
k
m) is the only possibility. In
another word, we proved that
Mm=( (D | gE )+I : E is standard) K , where D=(ak1 , ak2 , ..., akm).
On the other hand, by Theorem 3 we have
S*, D=( (D | gE ) : E is standard on P) K
is an irreducible GLn (K)-submodule of Super[L | P], if it is not a zero sub-
space. Hence by the first Schur lemma, either S*, D$M m{0; or Mm=0.
The latter case is impossible, since we know that U is a surjective map
from Mm to K m[CGk, n] and K m[CGk, n]{0. To conclude, applying the
first Schur lemma again to the map U we get
Proposition 8. Let *=(k, k, ..., k) and D=(ak1 , ..., a
k
m). We have the
following isomorphisms among the three irreducible GLn (K)-modules:
S*, D w
? Mm wU K m[CGk, n],
where ?(x)=x+I for x # S*, D . In particular, the set [U((D | gE )) : E is a
(row strict) standard Young diagram on P of shape *] is a basis of
Km[CGk, n].
The last conclusion in the proposition follows from the first statement in
Theorem 3.
To consider the coordinate ring of two Grassmannians, let
m=(m1 , m2 , 0, 0). Then K m[Gr4] becomes K (m1 , m2)[CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n] and
M(m1 , m2) is spanned by bitableaux (D | E)+I where the content of D is
(a1 } } } am1)
k1 (b1 } } } bm2)
k2. Assume k1k2 and impose the linear order
a1> } } } >am1>b1> } } } >bm2 for the letters. Form a Young diagram D
by first juxtaposing horizontally the m1_k1 rectangular diagram
(ak1 , a
k1
2 , ..., a
k1
m1) with the m2_k2 rectangular diagram (b
k2
1 , b
k2
2 , ..., b
k2
m2),
then, out of the lower right corner of the thinner rectangular diagram, cut
a diagram such that the remaining part of the m2_k2 rectangular diagram
has at most m1 rows and at most n&k1 columns. Turn it around by 180%
and place it below the fatter rectangular diagram. Following is an example
of such a diagram with k1=5, k2=4, m1=5, m2=4:
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a1 a1 a1 a1 a1 b1 b1 b1 b1
a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 b2 b2 b2
a3 a3 a3 a3 a3 b3
a4 a4 a4 a4 a4 b4
a5 a5 a5 a5 a5
b4 b4 b4
b3 b3 b3
b2
Let +=(+1 , +2 , ..., +m1) with n&k1+1+2 } } } +m10 be the shape
of the remaining part of the m2_k2 rectangular diagram; set +i=0 if
i>m1 . We actually have +i=0 as long as i>min(m1 , m2). The shape of D
is *=(k1++1 , ..., k1++m1 , k2&+m2 , ..., k2&+1). Denote by 4 the collection
of all such shapes. For a fixed pair (m1 , m2), the diagram D only depends
on *. So we write D as D* . To be explicit,
D*=(ak11 b
+1
1 , ..., a
k1
1 b
+m1
m1
, bk2&+m2m2 , ..., b
k2&+1
1 ).
Proposition 9. The restriction of the umbral operator on the direct sum
of Schur modules
}
* # 4
S*, D* w
U K(m1 , m2)[CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n]
gives an isomorphism between the two GLn (K)-modules. In particular, the set
.
* # 4
[U((D | gD )) : E is standard on P of shape *]
is a linear basis of K(m1 , m2)[CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n].
Remark. The highest weight vector in the irreducible module S*, D* is
(D* | Der$ *), where
Der$ *=((n&*1+1)(n&*1+2) } } } n, (n&*2+1)(n&*2+2) } } } n, ...),
since the action of GLn (K) is contragradient, see [6] for detail. The
diagram D* corresponds to the highest weight
(|n&(k1++1)&|n)+ } } } +(|n&(k1++m1)&|n)+(|n&(k2&+m2)&|n)
+ } } } +(|n&(k2&+1)&|n),
where |i=/1+ } } } +/i . The algebra of GLn (K)-highest weight vectors is
a polynomial algebra on the generators U((D* | Der$ *)).
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We present two proofs in the following.
Proof 1. By Theorem 3, the module M m is spanned by standard sym-
metrized tableaux (D | gE )+I. First we show that symmetrized bitableaux
(D* | gE ), where * # 4 and E is standard of shape *, span the module M m.
Observe that if D is standard then the upper left corner of D consisting of
all the letters a1 , a2 , ..., am has shape (k1 , k1 , ..., k1). According to
Corollary 6, the equality ``='' must hold here. Hence this upper left corner
is the rectangular diagram (ak11 , a
k2
2 , ..., a
k1
m1). Let *=shape(D). Corollary 6
implies that *1&k1k2 and *m1+1k2 . The (k1+1)th column of D is of
the form bi1 bi2 } } } bip , where pm1 and i1<i2< } } } <ip by the standardness
of D. Since relabeling the letters b1 , b2 , ..., bm2 only changes the value of
U((D | gE )) by a \sign, we simply assume i1=1, ..., ip=p. If the first row
of D is not ak11 b
*1&k1
1 , then applying Lemma 5 repeatedly by shuffling a
multiset [b1 , ..., b1 , bj] containing k2 of b1 and a letter bj{b1 occurring in
the first row of D, one can eventually write (D | gE )+I as a linear
combination of bitableaux of the form (D$ | gE )+I where the first row of
D$ is ak11 b
*1+k1
1 . Repeating such a process for the rest of the rows of D$, one
can prove that M m is spanned by symmetrized bitableaux (D | gE )+I such
that the first m1 rows of D look like
(ak11 b
*1&k1, ak12 b
*2&k1 , ..., ak1p b
*p&k1
p , a
k1
p+1 , ..., a
k1
m1), (9)
where k2*1&k1 } } } *p&k1>0, pmin(m1 , m2). Let +=
(*1&k1 , ..., *p&k1). Let Dbot be the bottom of D without the top m1 rows.
It has content bk2&+m2m2 } } } b
k2&+1
1
. Straighten Dbot within itself subject to the
reversed order bm2<bm2&1< } } } <b1 . (This is permissible since the
straightening algorithm for (D | gE ) is the same as for (D | Der *) as men-
tioned earlier in Section 3. In such a straightening process, the shape can-
not become bigger in lexicographic order and therefore it has to remain
fixed. Furthermore, the letters occurring in Dbot only move around inside
Dbot during the process of straightening, which follows from the description
of the actual straightening algorithm in [7, p. 33].) One gets (D | gE )=0 in
Super[L | P] unless shape(Dbot)(k2&+m2 , ..., k2&+1), since only in this
case a standard Dbot exists with the given content b
k2&+m2
m2
} } } bk2&+11 .
Next, we argue that (D | gE ) # I unless shape(Dbot)=(k2&+m2 , ...,
k2&+1), where the top m1 rows of D has the form described in (9) and Dbot
is standard in the order bm1< } } } <b1 . If not, let shape(Dbot)=(qm2 , ..., q1)
such that for some m2i1, qm2=k2&+m2 , ..., qi+1=k2&+i+1 and
qi>k2&+i . Then Dbot must look like
(bk2&+m2m2 , ..., b
k2&+i+1
mi+1
, bk2&+ii yui , ui&1 , ..., u1)
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for some y # [b1 , ..., bi&1] and some words u1 , ..., ui on L such that length
ui0 and length ut=qt for 1ti&1. If length (b
k2&+i
i yui)>k2 (which
happens only when i=m2 and +m2=0), then (D | gE ) # I by Corollary 6.
Assume length (bk2&+ii yui)k2 . Hence +i>0. Recall that the first i rows of
D are (ak11 b
+1
1 , ..., a
k1
i b
+1
i ). Applying Lemma 5 by shuffling the multiset
[bi , ..., bi , y] where bi occurs k2 times, we see that the element (D | gE )+I
becomes a scalar multiple of the element (D$ | gE )+I where D$ is obtained
from D by switching the letter y with abi in the i th row of D. Since
y # [b1 , ..., bi&1], let the content of the first m1 rows of D$ be
(a1 } } } am1)
k1 b+$11 } } } b
+$m1
1
, then (+$1 , ..., +$m1)>(+1 , ..., +m1) in lexicographic
order. Hence, by straightening the top m1 rows of (D$ | gE ) (subject to
the order a1< } } } <am1<b1< } } } <bm2), one gets (D | gE )=0 in
Super[L | P], since there is no standard tableau of shape (k1++1 , ..., km1)
having the content (a1 } } } am1)
k1 +$1 } } } +$m1 . Therefore (D | gE ) # I unless
shape(Dbot)=(k2&+m2 , ..., k2&+1). In this case, Dbot=b
k2&+m2
m2
, ..., bk2&+1
1
),
which is the only standard tableau with the given shape and the given con-
tent. So D=D* . We conclude that the map U from }* #  S*, D* to
K(m1 , m2)[CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n] is surjective.
To prove it is an isomorphism, by the first Schur Lemma it suffices to
check that U((D* | Der *)){0 for each * # . We know that the function
U((D* | Der *)) is a product (up to a \ sign) of functions of the forms
U((a(k1) | 12 } } } k1)), U((b (k2) | 12 } } } k2)) and U((a (k1)b(i) | 12 } } } (k1+i))
(b(k2&i) | 12 } } } (k2&i)), i=0, 1, ..., k2 , a # L1 , b # L2 . These functions when
evaluated at the pair of Grassmannians (e1 7 } } } 7 ek , (e1+ek1+k2) 7
(e2+ek1+k2&1) 7 } } } 7 (ek2&1+ek1+2) 7 (ek2+ek1+1)) are all \1. Hence,
the function U((D* | Der *)) must be nonzero as desired. We note in passing
that the function U((D* | Der *)) is the lowest weight vector corresponding
to D* . K
Proof 2. The geometric approach to the description of
K[CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n] is based on the notion of multiplicity-free action [4],
[8]. This argument has already been described in [8] and [15], so our
treatment will be brief. The basic observation is that the (Borel) subgroup
Bn of n_n upper triangular matrices has an open orbit in CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n .
More precisely, set
V1=(en , en&1 , en&2 , ..., en&k1+1) K ,
V2=(en+en&k1&k2+1 , en&1+en&k1&k2+2 , ..., en&k2+1+en&k1) K .
Without essential loss of generality, we assume k1k2n&k1 . It can be
checked easily that the codimension of the stabilizer in Bn of V1 and V2 is
k1(n&k1)+k2(n&k2)=dim(Gk1 , n_Gk2 , n), and it follows that the B-orbit
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of (V1 , V2) is open in Gk1 , n_Gk2 , n . Furthermore, the stabilizer of (V1 , V2)
in the diagonal matrices consists of elements of the form
H=_
B1
0
0
0
0
A1
0
0
0
0
B2
0
0
0
0
A2
& ,
where B1 # Mn&k1&k2(K), B2 # Mk1&k2(K), A1 , A2 # Mk2(K), and where B1 ,
B2 , A1 are arbitrary, but A2 has the same entries as A1 in the reversed
order. If we require that H preserve not only V1 and V2 but the volume
forms on them (i.e., H should stabilize the point in CGk1 , n_CHk2 , n above
(V1 , V2)), then B2 and A1 , A2 should have determinant 1.
According to the yoga of multiplicity-free actions (see [4] and [8]),
all representations of GLn (V) can occur with multiplicity at most one
in K[CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n] (except when k1=k2 , in which case, one must
also consider the action of (K_)2 on the fiber of CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n
over Gk1 , n_Gk2 , n), and any representation which appears in
K[CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n] must have highest weight which is trivial on the
elements H just described. One can verify that such highest weights must
have the form
(0, 0, ..., 0, *1 , *2 , ..., *k1 , +, +, ..., +, ++&&*k , ++&&*k&1 , ..., ++&&*1)
where 0*j*j+1+++&&*l . These are exactly the highest weights
of the (duals of the) representations described in Proposition 9. K
5. Invariants of Four Subspaces
5.1. Invariants and Complementary Pairs of Young Diagrams
Denote by K[Gr4]SLn (K) the set of elements X in K[Gr4] such that
g } X=X for every g # SLn (K). We call K[Gr4]SLn (K) the ring of invariants
of 4 subspaces. It is known that K[Gr4]SLn (K) is the direct sum of all one
dimensional invariant subspaces of the GLn (K)-module K[Gr4]. Starting
from the decompositions
K(m1 , m2)[CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n]$ 
* # 
S*, D* , k1k2 ,
K(m3 , m4)[CGk3 , n_CGk4 , n]$ }
*$ # $
S*$, D*$ , k3k4 ,
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we have
K m[Gr4]$K (m1 , m2)[CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n]K
(m3 , m4)[CGk3 , n_CGk4 , n]
$ 
* # , *$ # $
S*, D* S*$, D*$ . (10)
Remark. The above decomposition is a new ingredient added to the
symbolic computations in [10]. This decomposition enables one to combine
the basic results in representation theory with the techniques in symbolic
method. More precisely, it endows K m[Gr4] with a structure of filtered
algebra, in addition to its obvious N4-grading. The filtration is defined by
the dominance order on the pair (*, *$). If we define
K[Gr4](*, *$)= :
+*, +$*$
S+, D+ S+$, D+$ ,
where the  refers to the dominance order on partitions, then these spaces
define an algebra filtration of K[Gr4]; this filtration is inherited by the
algebra K[Gr4]SLn (K) of invariants. This filtered structure guarantees that
the invariants we find below in Section 5.2, attached to primitive com-
plementary pairs (see below), are algebra generators for K[Gr4]SLn (K)
(since they are obviously generators for the associated graded). Likewise,
the filtration is used to control the possible syzygies in Section 6. We refer
[9] or [16] for more details on the filtration. The filtration arguments
also link our construction to the notion of SAGBI basis [13], [19], [20].
In fact our generators are a SAGBI basis for K[Gr4]SLn (K) for a suitable
notion of term order.
The one-dimensional representations of GLn (K) are the characters detkn ,
for k # Z. By Schur's Lemma, a given tensor product S*, D* S*$, D* will
contain character detkn if and only if S*$, D*$ det
k
n  (S*, D*)*, where *
indicates contragradient. If this does hold, then S*, D* S*$, D*$ contains a
unique detkn-eigenvector, for this character and no other. According to the
yoga of Ferrers diagrams, this will hold if and only if, after D*$ is rotated
180%, the two diagrams fit exactly into a rectangular diagram D with rows
all of length n. In this case, the 1-dimensional invariant subspace in
S*, D* S*$, D*$ is spanned by the single element (D | E), where each row of
E is 12 } } } n. Its image U((D | E)) is an invariant in K[Gr4]SLn(K). We
denote by D**$ the 180% rotation of the diagram D*$ . The pair of diagrams
(D* , D**$) is called a complementary pair. Since (10) is an isomorphism of
GLn (K) modules, we have
Proposition 10. All invariants in K[Gr4]SLn (K) are given by linear com-
binations of the images U((D | E)), where each row of E is 12 } } } n and D
comes from a complementary pair (D* , D**$).
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5.2. Primitive Complementary Pairs
We say a diagram D is a juxtaposition, or sum, of diagrams D$ and D"
if D$ consists of some rows of D and D" has the rest. Write D=D$+D".
A complementary pair (D* , D**$) is said to be a juxtaposition, or sum, of
complementary pairs (D+ , D*+$) and (D& , D*&$) if D*=D++D& and
D**$=D*+$+D*&$ , such that D+ contains a row of D* if and only if D*+$
contains the corresponding row of D**$ . It will suffice to describe com-
plementary pairs which are not juxtapositions. According to the remark in
Section 5.1, they will provide generators of the ring of invariants
K[Gr4]SLn (K). Such a complementary pair (D* , D**$) and the corresponding
rectangular diagram D are called primitive. For example, when k1=k2=5,
k3=k4=3, n=8, the complementary pair
\
a1 a1 a1 a1 a1 b1 b1 b1
a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 b2 b2
b2 b2 b2
b1 b1,
d2
d2 d2 c2 c2 c2
d1 d1 d1 c1 c1 c1
+
is the sum of two primitive complementary pairs
\a1 a1 a1 a1 a1 b1 b1 b1b1 b1, d1 d1 d1 c1 c1 c1+
and
\a2 a2 a2 a2 a2 b2 b2b2 b2 b2 ,
d2
d2 d2 c2 c2 c2+ .
We will describe 3 types of primitive complementary pairs, and hence 3
types of primitive diagrams. Without loss of generality, we may assume
k1+k2+k3+k42n (by taking duals if necessary) and k1k2k3k4 .
Type I. Suppose some pair, say (k1 , k3), or some triple, say
(k1 , k2 , k3), or the quadruple (k1 , k2 , k3 , k4), sum to n. Then the pairs
(ak1, ck3), (ak1bk2, ck3), (ak1bk2, d k4ck3)
define primitive complementary pairs. The corresponding umbral images
U((D | E)) are the type I invariants f13 , f123 , (&1)k3 k4 f1234 defined in
Section 2.
Type II. Suppose k1+k2+k3+k4=2n. Then a pair of diagrams of
the form
\ a
k1bs
bk2&s,
d k4&t
d tck3 +
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where 0  s  min[n & k1 , k2] = n & k, 0  t  min[n & k3 , k4] = k4 ,
k1+k4+s&t=n, is a primitive complementary pair. The umbral image
U((D | E)) is the invariant gs , up to \, defined in Section 2.
We exclude the complementary pairs
\ a
k1
bk2,
d k4
ck3+ , \
ak1bk2
, d k4ck3+
as type II, when the corresponding sums k1+k4 , k2+k3 , k1+k2 , k3+k4
are equal to n.
Type III. Suppose k1+k2+k3+k4<2n. Write
$=2n&(k1+k2+k3+k4).
Let p be the largest nonnegative integer such that p$<k4 and q be the
largest nonnegative integer such that q$<n&k1 . Consider the following
possibilities:
(1) 1qp and (q+1)$=n&k1 ;
(2) 1qp and (q+1)$=n&k2 ;
(3) 0p<q and (p+1)$=k4 ;
(4) 0p<q and (p+1)$=k3 .
Remark. Alternatives (1) and (2) exclude alternatives (3) and (4), and
vice versa. Also only one of (1) and (2) can hold unless k1=k2; and only
one of (3) and (4) can hold unless k3=k4 . Moreover, the first alternative
implies k2+k3+k4&q$=n. On the other hand, q$p$<k4 . Hence
k2+k3<n. (11)
Similarly, the second alternative implies
k1+k3<n. (12)
For the third and the fourth alternatives, we have
k1+k4=k1+(p+1)$k1+q$<n, (13)
k1+k3=k1+(p+1)$k1+q$<n. (14)
Inequalities (11)(14) exclude the existence of the corresponding type I
complementary pairs.
Corresponding to these 4 possibilities are the following 4 different
primitive complementary pairs of diagrams:
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(1) The numerical condition implies that (2q+1)n=(q+1)(k1+k2+
k3+k4)&k1 , which suggests that the pair of diagrams has (2q+1) rows,
the diagram D* has content (a1 } } } aq)k1 (b1 } } } bq+1)k2 and the diagram D*$
has content (c1 } } } cq+1)k3 (d1 } } } dq+1)k4. The complementary pair is given by
ak11 b
n&k1&$
1 d
$
2
b b
ak1q b
n&k1&q$
q d
q$
q+1
bk2q+1 d
k4&q$
q+1 c
k3
q+1
bk2&$q d
k4&(q&1)$
q c
k3
q
b b
bk2&(q&1)$2 d
k4&$
2 c
k3
2
bk2&q$1 , d
k4
1 c
k3
1
(2) We have (2q+1)n=(q+1)(k1+k2+k3+k4)&k2 in this case.
So, we use letters a1 , ..., aq+1, b1 , ..., bq , c1 , ..., cq+1 , d1 , ..., dq+1 to make a
complementary pair having (2q+1) rows:
ak11 b
n&k1&$
1 d
$
2
b b
ak1q b
n&k1&q$
q d
q$
q+1
ak1q+1 d
k4&q$
q+1 c
k3
q+1
bk2&$q d
k4&(q&1)$
q c
k3
q
b b
bk2&(q&1)$2 d
k4&$
2 c
k3
2
bk2&q$1 , d
k4
1 c
k3
1
(3) We get 2(p+1)n=(p+1)(k1+k2+k3+k4)+k4 in this situa-
tion. So we use letters a1 , ..., ap+1 , b1 , ..., bp+1, c1 , ..., cp+1 , d1 , ..., dp+2 to
make a complementary pair having (2p+2) rows:
ak11 b
n&k1&$
1 d
$
2
b b
ak1p b
n&k1&q$
p d
q$
p+1
ak1p+1b
n&k1&k4
p+1 d
k4
p+2
bn&k3&$p+1 d
k4&p$
p+1 c
k3
p+1
b b
bn&k3&p$2 d
k4&$
2 c
k3
2
bn&k3&k41 , d
k4
1 c
k3
1
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(4) The condition implies 2(p+1)n=(p+1)(k1+k2+k3+k4)+k3 .
Hence we use letters a1 , ..., ap+1 , b1 , ..., bp+1, c1 , ..., cp+2 , d1 , ..., dp+1 to
make a complementary pair having (2p+2) rows:
ak11 b
n&k1&$
1 d
$
2
b b
ak1p b
n&k1&q$
p d
q$
p+1
ak1p+1b
n&k1&k3
p+1 c
k3
p+2
bn&k3&$p+1 d
k4&p$
p+1 c
k3
p+1
b b
bn&k4&p$2 d
k4&$
2 c
k3
2
bn&k4&k31 , d
k4
1 c
k3
1
If k1+k2<n, then in addition to the above four possibilities is a collec-
tion of 4 similar alternatives with the first row being (ak11 b
k2
1 , d
n&k1&k2
1 ) and
the last row (bd2 , d
m&k3&$
1 c
k3
1 ). If p is the largest integer such that p$$<k2 ,
q$ is the largest integer such that q$$<n&k3 , the corresponding numerical
conditions for these 4 alternatives are
(1$) 1q$p$ and (q$+1)$=n&k3 ;
(2$) 1q$p$ and (q$+1)$=n&k4 ;
(3$) 0p$<q$ and (p$+1)$=k2 ;
(4$) 0p$<q$ and (p$+1)$=k1 .
If any one of the above four alternatives exists, then no type I diagrams
can exist by the condition k1+k2<n. The contents of the corresponding
four complementary pairs are
(a1 } } } aq$+1)k1 (b1 } } } bq$+1)k2 (c1 } } } cq$)k3 (d1 } } } dq$+1)k4,
(a1 } } } aq$+1)k1 (b1 } } } bq$+1)k2 (c1 } } } cq$+1)k3 (d1 } } } dq$)k4,
(a1 } } } ap$+1)k1 (b1 } } } bq$+2)k2 (c1 } } } cp$+1)k3 (d1 } } } dp$+1)k4,
(a1 } } } ap$+1)k1 (b1 } } } bp$+1)k2 (c1 } } } cp$+1)k3 (d1 } } } dp$+1)k4,
respectively. The four complementary pairs are given by
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(1$)
ak11 b
k2
1 d
n&k1&k2
1
;
ak12 b
k2&$
2 d
n&k1&k2+$
2
b b
ak1q$ b
k2&(q$&1)$
q$ d
n&k1&k2+(q$&1)$
q$
ak1q$+1 b
k2&q$$
q$+1 d
k4
q$+1
bq$$q$+1 d
n&k3&q$$
q$ c
k3
q$
b b
b$2 , d
n&k3&$
1 c
k3
1
(2$)
ak11 b
k2
1 d
n&k1&k2
1
;
ak12 b
k2&$
2 d
n&k1&k2+$
2
b b
ak1q$ b
k2&(q$&1)$
q$ d
n&k1&k2+(q$&1)$
q$
ak1q$+1 b
k2&q$$
q$+1 c
k3
q$+1
bq$$q$+1 d
n&k3&q$$
q$ c
k3
q$
b b
b$2 , d
n&k3&$
1 c
k3
1
(3$)
ak11 b
k2
1 d
n&k1&k2
1
;
ak12 b
k2&$
2 d
n&k1&k2+$
2
b b
ak1p$+1 b
k2&pd
p$+1 d
n&k1&k2+p$
p$+1
bk2p$+2 d
n&k2&k3
p$+1 c
k3
p$+1
bp$$p$+1 d
n&k3&p$
p$ c
k3
p$
b b
b$2 , d
n&k3&$
1 c
k3
1
(4$)
ak11 b
k2
1 d
n&k1&k2
1
;
ak12 b
k2&$
2 d
n&k1&k2+$
2
b b
ak1p$+1 b
k2&pd
p$+1 d
n&k1&k2+p$
p$+1
ak1p$+2 d
n&k1&k3
p$+1 c
k3
p$+1
bp$$p$+1 d
n&k3&p$
p$ c
k3
p$
b b
b$2 , d
n&k3&$
1 c
k3
1 .
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The umbral images U((D | E)) associated to the above 8 complementary
pairs are the functions h1 , h2 , h3 , h4 , h$1 , h$2 , h$3 , h$4 defined in Section 2, up
to \ sign. Following is the main proposition.
Proposition 11. The three types of complementary pairs listed above are
the only primitive complementary pairs.
Proof. From the description, one can verify directly that all the pairs of
diagrams are primitive complementary pairs. Thus the main part of the
proof is to show that these are the only primitive diagrams. Consider a
diagram D* for K[CGk1 , n_CGk2 , n]. Let *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *r) where *r>0;
also set *r+1=*r+2= } } } =0. The possible row lengths are 0*ik2 and
k1*imin(k1+k2 , n). Let r0 be the number of rows of length k1+k2 .
Then we have *j+*r0+r+1& j=k1+k2 if *j{k1 , k2 .
Consider the case k1+k2+k3+k4=2n. The assumption k1k2
k3k4 implies k1+k2nk3+k4 ; if k1+k2=n, then in fact n is even
and k1=k2=k3=k4=n2. Otherwise, k1+k2>n>k3+k4 .
Given a complementary pair (D* , D**$), let *$=(*$1 , *$2 , ..., *$r$) where
*$1> } } } >*$r$>0; if r>r$, we set *j$=0 for r$< jr and consider D**$ , the
180% rotation of D*$ , as having r rows also where the top r&r$ rows are
empty. If D**$ has any rows of length n, then k3+k4n; hence we are in
the situation n is even and k1=k2=k3=k4=n2, and rows of length n in
either D* or D**$ form diagrams of type I which can be used to decompose
the pair (D* , D**$) into a sum. Thus we can assume D**$ has all rows of
length <n. So rr$ and
*i$+*r+1&i=n, 1ir$.
This remains true even in the case ri>r$ since we set *i$=0 in this range.
Now consider rows 1 and r. If *1=k1+k2 , then again we have k1=k2=
k3=k4=n2, since the condition k1+k2n implies k1+k2=n in this
case; so the first row of D* and the first (empty) row of D**$ form a com-
plementary pair of type I which can be taken off from (D* , D**$). Hence
assume *1<k1+k2 . If *1>k1 , then *1+*r=k1+k2 . Thus *$1+*$r=
(n&*r)+(n&*1)=2n&(k1+k2)=k3+k4 . Therefore the first and the last
rows of D* and D**$ form a complementary pair of type II, which can be
taken off from (D* , D**$).
If *1=k1 , *r=k2 , then the argument of the previous paragraph still
applies, and we again have a type II formed by the first and the last rows;
except in the case k1+k4=n and k2+k3=n, both the first and the last
rows form a type I complementary pair. If *r{k2 , then the only other
possibility is *r=k1=*1 by the definition of D* . Therefore D* has a rectan-
gular shape, and so does D**$ . Thus we have a union of diagrams of type I.
This covers the possibilities if k1+k2+k3+k4=2n.
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Now consider the case k1+k2+k3+k4<2n. Then certainly *j$
k3+k4<n for all j. So we again have r$r and
*j$+*r+1& j=n
as the condition of complementarity. Suppose for the moment that *1<
k1+k2 . This is automatic if k1+k2>n, and arrangeable by splitting off
diagrams of type I if k1+k2=n. So it is a real condition only when
k1+k2<n. Anyway, assuming it, we have *j+*r+1& j=k1+k2 as long as
*j{k1 , k2 . If *$1<k3+k4 , then we also have *j$+*$r$+1& j=k3+k4 as long
as *j${k3 , k4 . So 2n=*1+*$1+*r+*r$*1+*r+*$1+*$r$=k1+k2+k3+
k4<2n, which is not possible. Hence, we must have *$1=k3+k4 . Suppose
there are s rows of length k3+k4 in the bottom of D**$ . Then pairing with
them in D* the last s rows must have length n&(k3+k4). For this to be
possible we must have n&(k3+k4)<k2 , (unless n&(k3+k4)=k1+k2
(not possible, since *1<k1+k2), or k2 , or k1 ; in the latter two cases we
have diagrams of type I). Then the first s rows of D* must have length
k1+k2&(n&(k3+k4))=n&$. Opposite these, the top s rows of D**$ must
have length $. We have either $<k4 , or $=k4 , or $=k3 . In the latter two
cases, say $=k4 (which is alternative (3) where p=0), we get s com-
plementary pairs of the form
\a
k1
1 b
n&k1&k4
1
bn&k3&k41 ,
d k42
d k41 c
k3
1 +
which is the simplest pair of type III. (If $=k3 , then replace the first row
of D**$ by ck32 , which is alternative (4) where p=0.)
If $<k4 , then rows s+1 through 2s from the bottom of D**$ must have
length k3+k4&$>k3 . Opposite them in D* , rows s+1 through 2s from
the bottom must have length n&(k3+k4)+$. These are the last s rows of
the diagram D * obtained from D* by chopping off the first s and the last
s rows, which were such that the sum of the lengths of one row from each
set was k1+k2 . We conclude D * is a diagram of the same type as D* .
Hence we must either have n&(k3+k4)+$<k2 , or =k2 , or =k1 . In the
latter two cases, say n&(k3+k4)+$=k2 (which implies 2$=n&k1 , so it
is alternative (1) where q=1), we have a sum of s complementary pairs of
the form
ak11 b
n&k1&$
1 d
$
2
\ bk22 d k4&$2 ck32 +bn&k3&k41 , d k41 ck31
which is the next simplest type III situation. (If n&(k3+k4)+$=k1 , then
replace the middle row of D* by ak12 , which is alternative (2) where 2$=
n&k2 and q=1.)
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If n&(k3+k4)+$<k2 , then rows s+1 through 2s of D* must have
length k1+k2&(n&(k3+k4)+$)=n&2$>k1 , and pairing with them
rows s+1 through 2s of D**$ must have the complementary length 2$.
Again we can argue that this length must be k3 , k4 , or <k4 . In the first
two cases, say 2$=k3 , we get the next type III diagrams, which is alter-
native (4) where p=1: (if 2$=k4 , which is alternative (3) where p=1,
replace the second row of D**$ and D* by d k43 and a
k1
2 b
n&k1&k4
2 respectively):
\
ak11 b
n&k1&$
1
ak12 b
n&k1&k3
2
bn&k3&k4+$2
bn&k3&k41 ,
d $2
ck33
d k4&$2 c
k3
2
d k41 c
k3
1
+ .
In the last case 2$<k4 , we continue as before and argue that the rows
2s+1 through 3s of D**$ from the bottom must have length k3+k4&
2$>k3 , and pairing with them in D* rows 2s+1 through 3s from the
bottom must have length n&(k3+k4)+2$, which must be k1 or k2 , or
<k2 , ..., and so on, until we finally stop, having exhibited (D* , D**$) as a
union of s copies of one of the four alternatives (1)(4) of type III
diagrams.
We now go back to the earlier assumption *1<k1+k2 . As mentioned
before, this is a real condition when k1+k2<n. If k1+k2<n, we must
consider the possibility that the first t rows of D* have length k1+k2 . If we
then trace the structure of (D* , D**$) inwards from both ends at the same
time, we find that (D* , D**$) consists of an intertwining of s0 copies of
one of the diagrams (1)(4) of type III with t copies of one of the diagrams
(1$)(4$) of type III, except the case k1+k2+k3+k4=n which gives a type
I diagram. This exhausts all the possibilities. K
As a consequence, we have proved
Theorem 12. A set of generators of the ring of invariants K[Gr4]SLn(K)
of four subspaces is given by U((D | E)), where D is formed by a primitive
complementary pair (D* , D**$) of one of the types IIII, and E is the rectan-
gular Young diagram having the same number of rows as D and having
12 } } } n for each of its rows.
Invariants formed by primitive complementary pairs of types I, II, III are
called invariants of types I, II, III, respectively. For a given quadruple
(k1 , k2 , k3 , k4), the number of generators is few. In fact, the number of
type I invariants is at most 6; this number is reached when n is even and
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k1=k2=k3=k4=n2. Type II invariants exist only when k1+k2+k3+
k4=2n, with the number of such invariants being at most 1+
min[n&k1 , k4]1+n2. Type III invariants occur only when k1+k2+
k3+k4<2n and $ is a factor of some element of the set [k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 ,
n&k1 , n&k2 , n&k3 , n&k4], together with other restrictive numerical
conditions. The number of different type III invariants is at most min(4, i ),
where i is the number of kj divisible by $.
Remark. We can have the situation where $ is a factor of every integer
in the list, whereas no type III invariant exists. For example, if n=6,
k1=4, k2=k3=k4=2, then $=2, p=0, q=0, none of the conditions
(1)(4) is satisfied. Since k1+k2=n, no diagram (1$)(4$) exists either.
6. Algebraic Relations of Invariants of Four Subspaces
We study the algebraic relations among the invariants we have found for
four subspaces. As to be revealed, such relations are very few: no relation
exists except the case k1=k2=k, k3=k4=k$ and k+k$=n; in which case
the relation
U([a(k)c(k$)][b(k)d (k$)])=(&1)k$ :
k$
i=0
U([a (k)b(i )d (k$&i )][b(k&i )d (i )c(k$)])
(15)
is the only one among the invariants. Here the bracket [u] denotes the ele-
ment (u | 12 } } } n) in Super [L | P]. (This relation is an immediate conse-
quence of [11, Cor. 12].)
Recall that
K m[Gr4]$K (m1, m2)[CGk1, n_CGk2, n]K
(m3, m4)[CGk3, n_CGk4,n]
$ 
* # , *$ # $
S*,D* S*$, D
*$ . (16)
So if there is a linear relation
:
* # , *$ # m$
s*, *$P*, *$=0, (17)
where s*, *$ # K, P*, *$ # S*, D* S*$, D*$ , then s*,*$=0 for all * # , *$ # $.
We state our main theorem again in the following, which was stated at
the beginning of the paper.
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Theorem 13. (i) When k1+k2+k3+k4=2n and k1+k3>k2+k4 ,
i.e., the quadruple (k1 , k2 , k3 , k4) is not of the form (k, k, k$, k$) where
k+k$=n, type I and type II invariants are algebraically independent and
they generate the ring of invariants of four subspaces.
(ii) When k1+k2+k3+k4=2n and k1+k3=k2+k4 , i.e. (k1 , k2 ,
k3 , k4)=(k, k, k$, k$) and k+k$=n, type I and type II invariants generate
the ring of invariants of four subspaces. Furthermore relation (15) is the only
one among type I and type II invariants; therefore in this case, taking out any
one type II invariant, the rest of type II invariants together with type I
invariants are algebraically independent and they still generate the ring of
invariants of four subspaces.
(iii) When k1+k2+k3+k4<2n, type I and type III invariants are algebrai-
cally independent and they generate the ring of invariants of four subspaces.
Remark. 1. The case of four medials, i.e., k1=k2=k3=k4=n2, is
included in (ii) where k=k$=n.
2. Given a quadruple (k1 , k2 , k3 , k4), an invariant of a particular
type exists only when the corresponding numerical condition is satisfied. In
each of the above three statements in the main theorem, invariants of a
particular type only refer to the existing ones when a quadruple is given,
others are set to be zero.
The rest of the section is devoted to proving this theorem.
Proof. Only the algebraic independence part in each of the statement
needs to be proved. We first consider statement (ii). Statement (i) can be
similarly verified. Let f1 , f2 , ..., f6 be type I invariants, where
f1=U([a(k)c(k$)]), f2=U([b(k)d (k$)]),
f3=U([a(k)b(k)]), f4=U([a (k)d (k$)]),
f5=U([b(k)c(k$)]), f6=U([c(k$)d (k$)]).
In the case when 2k{n (resp. 2k${n), set f3=0 (resp. f6=0). Let
gi=U([a(k)b(i )d (k$&i )][b(k&i )d (i )c(k$)]), i=1, 2, ..., k$&1
be type II invariants. We note in passing that all type II invariants are of
multidegree (1, 1, 1, 1) and they correspond to different (*, *$). It suffices
to check that the nonzero monomials on f1 , ..., f6 , g1 , ..., gk$&1 having no
factor f1 f2 are linearly independent in the ring of invariants, or in K[Gr4],
according to (15). Keeping (17) in mind, as long as we can show that
different monomials of this kind belonging to the same homogeneous
component K m[Gr4] come from different tensor products S*,D*S*$, D*$ in
(16), then these monomials are linearly independent.
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We proceed to prove this next. Let
M1= f :11 } } } f
:6
6 g
;1
1 } } } g
;k$&1
k$&1 and M2= f
:$1
1 } } } f
:$6
6 g
;$1
1 } } } g
;$k$&1
k$&1
where :i0, ;i0, :i$0, ;i$0, be two such monomials, i.e. :1:2=0 and
:$1 :$2=0, belonging to the same homogeneous component K m[Gr4] and
the same tensor product S*, D* S*$, D*$ , we show that :i=:i$ and ;j=;j$ for
all i, j. Direct computation shows that M1 belongs to K m[Gr4] where
m=\:1+:3+:4+:i ;i , :2+:3+:5+:i ;i ,
:1+:5+:6+:
i
;i , :2+:4+:6+:
i
;i+ ,
and comes from S*, D* S*$, D*$ where the irreducible S*,D* has the highest
weight
:1(|k$&|n)+:2(|k$&|n)+:3(|k$&|n)+:4(|k$&|n)+:5(|k$&|n)
+ :
k$&1
i=1
;i (|k$&i+|k$+i&2|n)
=(:1+:2+:4+:5) |k$&\:1+:2+:3+:4+:5+2 :
k$&1
i=1
;i+ |n
+ :
k$&1
i=1
;i (|k$+i+|k$&i),
and where S*$, D*$ has the highest weight
:1(|k&|n)+:2(|k&|n)+:4(|k&|n)+:5(|k&|n)+:6(&|n)
+ :
k$&1
i=1
;i (|k+i+|k&i&2|n)
=(:1+:2+:4+:5) |k&\:1+:2+:4+:5+:6+2 :
k$&1
i=1
;i+ |n
+ :
k$&1
i=1
;i (|k+i+|k&i).
Therefore by the assumption we can set up equations
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:1+:3+:4+ :
k$&1
i=1
;i=:$1+:$3+:$4+ :
k$&1
i=1
;i$ , (18)
:2+:3+:5+ :
k$&1
i=1
;i=:$2+:$3+:$5+ :
k$&1
i=1
;i$ , (19)
:1+:5+:6+ :
k$&1
i=1
;i=:$1+:$5+:$6+ :
k$&1
i=1
;i$ , (20)
:2+:4+:6+ :
k$&1
i=1
;i=:$2+:$4+:$6+ :
k$&1
i=1
;i$ , (21)
:1+:2+:4+:5=:$1+:$2+:$4+:$5 , (22)
:1+:2+:3+:4+:5+2 :
k$&1
i=1
;i
=:$1+:$2+:$3+:$4+:$5+2 :
k$&1
i=1
;i$ , (23)
:1+:2+:4+:5+:6+2 :
k$&1
i=1
;i
=:$1+:$2+:$4+:$5+:$6+2 :
k$&1
i=1
;i$ , (24)
;i=;i$ , i=1, 2, ..., k$&1. (25)
The condition that M1 and M2 have no factor f1 f2 translates into two
more equations
:1:2=0 (26)
:$1:$2=0 (27)
Taking the linear combinations of the equations (18)+(19)+(20)+
(21)&2 } (23) and (18)+(19)+(20)+(21)&2 } (24), we get
:6=:$6 and :3=:$3 . (28)
Simplify Equations (18), (19) and (20):
:1+:4=:$1+:$4 , (29)
:2+:5=:$2+:$5 , (20)
:1+:5=:$1+:$5 . (31)
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Equations (26) and (27) give four possibilities :1=0 and :$1=0, or :2=0
and :$2=0, or :1=0 and :$2=0, or :2=0 and :$1=0. The first two
possibilities both yield :1=:$1 , :2=:$2 , :4=:$4 , :5=:$5 . If the third or the
forth possibility occurs, say, the third one, Equations (29), (30), (31)
become
:4=:$1+:$4 , (32)
:2+:5=:$5 , (33)
:5=:$1+:$5 . (34)
Taking the difference (33)(34), we obtain :2= &:$1 . Hence :2=:$1=0,
:4=:$4 , :5=:$5 .
In all cases regarding statement (ii), we have proved
:i=:i$, ;j=;j$, i=1, 2, ..., 6, j=1, 2, ..., k$&1.
To prove statement (iii), first notice that if k1+k2+k3+k4<n, then no
invariant exists; if k1+k2+k3+k4=n, the f1234 is the only invariant. We
assume in the following that k1+k2+k3+k4>n. Notice further invariants
f24 and f34 do not exist, since k1+k2+k3+k4<2n implies k2+k4<n and
k3+k4<n. Furthermore invariants f14 and f23 cannot exist simultaneously,
since otherwise we would have k1+k2+k3+k4=2n. If one of the type I
invariants f123 , f124 , f134 , f234 exists, say f1 } } } @^ } } } 4 , then $=n&kin&k1 ,
which implies q=0 since by definition q is the greatest integer such that
q$<n&k1 ; therefore alternatives (1)(4) are excluded. If moreover an
invariant f1 } } } @^ } } } 4 exists and k1+k2<n, we have $=n&ki>k2 , which
implies p$=0 since p$ is the largest integer such that p$$<k2 , which
excludes alternatives (1$) and (2$). For a given quadruple (k1 , k2 , k3 , k4),
if some invariants do not exist, just set them to be zero. We shall prove
that nonzero monomials of the form
`
1i< j<k4
f :ijkijk `
1i< j4
f :ijij `
4
i=1
h;ii `
4
i=1
hi$#i,
:ijk0, :ij0, ;i0, #i0,
are linearly independent, by arguing that two monomials belonging to the
same homogeneous component K m[Gr4] must be identical. Since alter-
natives (1) 6 (2) exclude alternatives (3) 6 (4), (1$) 6 (2$) exclude
(3$) 6 (4$), alternatives (1$)(4$) exclude the six type I invariants
f12 , f13 , ..., f34 , and type I invariant f1 } } } @^ } } } 4 excludes alternatives (1)(4)
and (1$)(2$), eight groups of cases can occur:
Case (i): only alternatives (1), (2), (1$), (2$) can possibly exist;
Case (ii): only alternatives (1), (2), (3$), (4$) can possibly exist;
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Case (iii): only alternatives (3), (4), (1$), (2$) can possibly exist;
Case (iv): only alternatives (3), (4), (3$), (4$) can possibly exist;
Case (v): only alternatives (1), (2) and the four type I invariants f12 ,
f13 , f23 , f14 can possibly exist;
Case (vi): only alternatives (3), (4) and the four type I invariants f12 ,
f13 , f23 , f14 can possibly exist.
Case (vii): only alternatives (3$), (4$) and the four type I invariants
f123 , f124 , f134 , f234 can possibly exist.
Case (viii): only the eight type I invariants f12 , f13 , f23 , f14 , f123 , f124 ,
f134 , f234 can possibly exist.
We proceed to discuss these cases one by one.
Case (i). In this case, the monomials are of the form h;11 h
;2
2 h1$
#1h2$#2. This
monomial belongs to the homogeneous component K m[Gr4] where
m=;1 \
q
q+1
q+1
q+1++;2 \
q+1
q
q+1
q+1++#1 \
q$+1
q$+1
q$
q$+1++#2 \
q$+1
q$+1
q$+1
q$ + . (35)
The matrix
\
q
q+1
q+1
q+1
q+1
q
q+1
q+1
q$+1
q$+1
q$
q$+1
q$+1
q$+1
q$+1
q$ +
is of rank 4, since it has determinant &3&2q&2q${0. Therefore different
monomials h;11 h
;2
2 h1$
#1h2$#2 belong to different homogeneous component
K m[Gr4] and hence they are linearly independent.
Case (ii). The corresponding 4_4 matrix in this case is
\
q
q+1
q+1
q+1
q+1
q
q+1
q+1
p$+1
p$+2
p$+1
p$+1
p$+2
p$+1
p$+1
p$+1+ ,
which is of rank 3. In fact any three columns out of four are linearly inde-
pendent. Therefore if at most 3 out 4 invariants h1 , h2 , h$3 , h$4 exist, then
monomials of them must belong to different homogeneous component
K m[Gr4] and hence are linearly independent. We claim next that it is
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impossible to have all the four invariants exist. Suppose they all exist, then
k1=k2 and k1+k2=2k1<n, and the numerical conditions are 1q p,
(q+1)$=n&k1 , 0 p$<q$, ( p$+1)$=k1 , where p, q, p$, q$ are the
largest integers such that p$<k4 , q$<n&k1 , p$$<k2 , q$$<n&k3 .
We then have $ | k1 and $ | n&k1 , so $ | n&2k1 . Hence n&2k1$
since n&2k1>0, which contradicts to the inequality $=(n&2k1)+
(n&k3&k4)>n&2k1 .
Case (iii). Similar to case (ii).
Case (iv). The matrix is
\
p+1
p+1
p+1
p+2
p+1
p+1
p+2
p+1
p$+1
p$+2
p$+1
p$+1
p$+2
p$+1
p$+1
p$+1+ ,
which has determinant 5+2p+2p${0. So the argument is the same as for
case (i).
Case (v). In this case, the monomials are of the form
f :1212 f
:13
13 f
:14
14 f
:23
23 h
;1
1 h
;2
2 . The associated matrix is given by
M=\
1 1 1 0
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0
q
q+1
q+1
q+1
q+1
q
q+1
q+1+ .
It is of rank 4 and any 4 columns of M are linearly independent. So it
suffices to show that at most 4 out the 6 invariants f12 , f13 , f14 , f23 , h1 , h2
can possibly exist. Recall that f14 and f23 cannot both exist. If furthermore
h1 and h2 do not both exist, then we have at most 4 invariants. If
otherwise, h1 and h2 both exist, we argue next that there are still at most
4 invariants that can exist. First we must have k1=k2 , 1q p and
(q+1)$=n&k1 , where p, q are the largest integers such that p$<k4 ,
q$<n&k1 . If k1+k2{n, then again at most 4 invariants exist. Otherwise,
if k1+k2=n, then k1=k2=n2. We must then have k1+k4<n, since
otherwise we would have
k1+k2+k3+k4=(k1+k4)+(k2+k3)2(k1+k4)2n.
We claim next that k1+k3<n. If not, we would have k1+k3=n and hence
k1=k2=k3=n2. So $=n2&k4 . On the other hand,
k4+$> p$+$(q+1)$=n&k1=n2,
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i.e., $>n2&k4 , which is a contradiction. So if k1+k2=n, then f13 and f14
do not exist, and we still can have at most 4 invariants.
Case (vi). Similar to case (v).
Case (vii). If an invariant f1 } } } @^ } } } 4 exists, then $=n&ki>k2 since
k1+k2<n, which means the condition ( p$+1)$=k2 can never be satisfied
and so excludes alternative (3$). If alternative (4$) does not exist, then all
invariants are type I and it is easy to check further that they are algebrai-
cally independent. If otherwise, invariant h$4 exists, then 0 p$<q$ and
( p$+1)$=k1 , where p$, q$ are the largest integers such that p$$<k2 and
q$$<n&k3 . We then have k1=( p$+1)$$=n&ki , which leaves the
only possibility i=1 since k1+k2<n. So f234 and h$4 are the only possible
possible invariants. It is easy to check further that monomials f :234234h4$
#4 are
linearly independent.
Case (viii). If no invariant of the form f1 } } } @^ } } } 4 exists, then it is easy to
check that monomials in f12 , f13 , f23 , f14 are linearly independent. Now f123
excludes f12 , f13 , f23 , f14 ; so does f124 . Invariant f134 excludes f13 , f14 , f23 ;
f234 excludes f23 . So we always have at most four type I invariants. It is
easy to check further that monomials in these invariants are linearly inde-
pendent by looking at the corresponding matrices of multidegrees. K
6. Geometric Significance of the Invariants
Let E1 , E2 , E3 , E4 be four subspaces of V, having dimensions k1k2
k3k4 . Consider the three types of invariants we studied so far as functions
of the quadruple (E1 , E2 , E3 , E4), where we regard each Ei as an element
in ki (V). The vanishing of any of these functions should have a geo-
metric significance in terms of the four subspaces. For type I invariants, it
is clear: a type I invariant vanishes if and only if at least 2 of the subspaces
involved in the invariant have a nonzero intersection. For example,
f234(E1 , E2 , E3 , E4)=0 if and only if E2 & E3{[0], or E2 & E4{[0], or
E3 & E4{[0]. Geometric significance of type II invariants in the case k1=
k2=k3=k4=n2 were fully discussed in [21]. In general cases where type
II invariants arise, one can study the geometry of these invariants in a
similar way.
What we are interested to show here is the geometric significance of type
III invariants. Amazingly, all type III invariants have simple Cayley
factorizations in the sense of [22], namely, they can be written as joins and
meets of the four subspaces. The join and the meet are defined as follows:
the join Ei 6Ej is the sum of vector spaces Vi and Vj if their intersection
is zero; set Ei 6 Ej=0 otherwise. The meet Ei 7 Ej is the intersection of
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vector spaces Vi and Vj if their sum is entire space V; set Ei 7 Ej=0
otherwise. This sum Vi 6 Vj can be computed by the wedge product in the
vector space ni=0 
i, while the formula for Ei 7 Ej is given in [1]. To
avoid many parentheses involved, we shall simply write expressions like
(((Ei 6 Ej) 7Ek) 6El) 6 Ep by Ei 6 Ej 7 Ek 6 El 6 Ep , with the under-
standing that operators  and  are performed one after another from the
left. Let
(E4 6 E3 7E2 6 E1 )q
=E4 6 E3 7E2 6 E1 7 } } } 7 E4 6E3 7 E2 6 E1  (q iterations).
It is straightforward to prove the 8 formulas in the following theorem,
using the formulas in [1].
Theorem 14. The Cayley factorization of the eight type III invariants
are given by
h1(E1 , E2 , E3 , E4)=\(E4 6 E3 7 E2 6 E1 )q E4 6 E3 7E2 ,
h2(E1 , E2 , E3 , E4)=\(E4 6 E3 7 E2 6 E1 )q E4 6 E3 7E1 ,
h3(E1 , E2 , E3 , E4)=\(E4 6 E3 7 E2 6 E1 ) p+1 E4 ,
h4(E1 , E2 , E3 , E4)=\(E4 6 E3 7 E2 6 E1 ) p+1 E3 ,
h$1(E1 , E2 , E3 , E4)=\(E2 6 E1 7 E4 6 E3 )q$ E2 6 E1 7E4 ,
h$2(E1 , E2 , E3 , E4)=\(E2 6 E1 7 E4 6 E3 )q$ E2 6 E1 7E3 ,
h$3(E1 , E2 , E3 , E4)=\(E2 6 E1 7 E4 6 E3 ) p$+1 E2 ,
h$4(E1 , E2 , E3 , E4)=\(E2 6 E1 7 E4 6 E3 ) p$+1 E1 .
Example. Consider 4 projective lines in a projective 4-space, that is,
n=5, k1=k2=k3=k4=2. We have $=2, p=0, q=1, p$=0, q$=1. There
are four invariants h3 , h4 , h$3 , h$4 in this case. According to the above
theorem,
h3(E1 , E2 , E3 , E4)=E4 6 E3 7 E2 6 E1 7 E4 ,
h4(E1 , E2 , E3 , E4)=E4 6 E3 7 E2 6 E1 7 E3 ,
h$3(E1 , E2 , E3 , E4)=E2 6 E1 7 E4 6 E3 7 E2 ,
h$4(E1 , E2 , E3 , E4)=E2 6 E1 7 E4 6 E3 7 E1 .
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Hence for example, h3(E1 , E2 , E3 , E4)=0 if and only if one of the following
four situations occurs:
1. h3=0 but E4 6 E3 7 E2 6 E1{0, which means the plane
E4 6 E3 7 E2 6 E1 intersects the line E4;
2. E4 6 E3 7E2 6E1=0 but E4 6 E3 7E2{0, which means the
point E4 6 E3 7 E2 is on the line E1 ;
3. E4 6 E3 7E2=0 but E4 6 E3{0, which means the line E2 lies in
the 3-space spanned by E3 and E4 .
4. E4 6 E3=0, which means the lines E3 and E4 intersect.
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